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Chapter 1 : manuÃ¡l na VW Passat B7 - Passat - FÃ³rum - VW Volkswagen klub
In addition to the hatchbacks and Variant, there was a classic sedan, which until was sold as Volkswagen Santana in
Europe. In the US, the Passat / Santana was named Volkswagen Quantum, available as a three-door hatchback, a
four-door sedan and a station wagon.

Confusingly, although this model is referred to as the "B6" or "Typ 3C" Passat it has minimal commonality
with the "B6" Typ 8E Audi A4, which was based on its own unique platform when it was launched in The
change to the Haldex system also changes the handling closer to a front-wheel drive car, with better fuel
economy claimed. Compared to the Torsen, the Haldex can direct torque more unequally to the front wheels
from See the Audi -related quattro four wheel drive system article for more information. Fuel Stratified
Injection is used in nearly every petrol engined version of the Passat, ranging from 1. As of the model year, the
VR6 engine and 4motion option were no longer available in the US on the Passat sedan and wagon, but are
available on the Passat CC. Since August the wagon version of Passat B6 will be offered in China, which is a
fully imported model. But this car is simply called Volkswagen Variant in China, in order not to refer the
name "Passat" or "Magotan". It includes a 1. The vehicle was unveiled in Geneva Motor Show. Production
version went on sale at the end of in mainland Europe, for saloon and estate versions of the Passat. The R36
uses a 3. The name "R36" is derived from the engine displacement, 3. The R36 has many distinguishing
features over the other Passat siblings, such as a redesigned front and rear spoilers, 18" Omanyt aluminium
alloy wheels, 20 mm 0. Passat CC Main article: Engines offered in the CC mirror those of the regular Passat,
with options of the base 2. Although the CC is marketed as a more luxurious Passat B6, it comes in with a
lower price tag. Two engine options are provided: Although designated "B7", the car is not an all-new model.
The facelift resulted in new external body panels except for the roof and glasshouse, with the prominent
changes to the grille and headlights. Overall height and width dimensions are unchanged from the B6 Passat,
while length increases by 4 mm. New features include a fatigue detection system and an automatic "city
emergency braking" system. It arrived at dealerships in December The interior featured minor detail changes
from the B6, although the basic dashboard design remain unchanged. In India, the B6 version is supposed to
be replaced with B7 version. The new model will be exclusive to the Indian market, and at least mm longer
than the European B7. The Indian market is also likely to get the B7 which appears to be only a facelift of B6
and not a new platform. The new model will be exclusive to the Chinese market, and at least mm longer than
the European B7. Engines available for Magotan B7L are ranging from 1. The Malaysian model does not have
sunroof and auto-folding wing mirror which was came as standard in the imported blend. No other engine
variance was available than the 1. The Passat Alltrack has raised ground clearance from to mm which
improves approach angle from The engine range of the Passat Alltrack consists of two 2. The two lesser
powered engine variants 2. The rest of the range with 4Motion has a 6 speed DSG automated manual
transmission, except the 2.
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Chapter 2 : Volkswagen Passat Variant B7 (Typ 3C)
Caut si eu un manual de Passat Variant B7 in limba romana.. Apropo exista asa ceva? Dupa cate vad acum noul Passat
nu mai are asa multe manuale ci doar unul ce cuprinde tot.

It is produced since Currently, the car is produced at Volkswagen plants in Emden, Zwickau Germany and
other plants. The name Trade wind came from the wind of the same name. Passat B1 The first generation of
the Volkswagen Passat was launched in Initially, they offered two- and four-door sedans and similar threeand five-door versions. The model shared a modern fastback style, designed by Italian designer Giorgetto
Giugiaro. In fact, the first Passat was the Fastback version of the sedan Audi 80, introduced a year earlier. The
five-door wagon was introduced in , which was sold to Audi Fox in the markets of North America. In Europe,
the Passat was equipped with two rectangular, two round 7-inch or four round 5. Passat B1 Initially, the Passat
installed four-cylinder gasoline lower-range engines in volume of 1. In August , the 1. In July , Passat Diesel
appeared equipped with a 1. All models were restyled in in outside Europe , with interior upgrading and
redesigned design, depending on the model: The goal, according to the manufacturer, was to more clearly
differentiate the car from a mechanically similar Audi A restyling dashboard in the Golf style was used, the
radio and heating control systems were installed centrally in one unit. Engine rims, gearbox and exhaust
system have been modified to reduce internal noise; Comfort was also improved by changing springs and
shock absorbers. In North America, the car came out under the name Volkswagen Dasher. The three- and
five-door hatchback and station wagon were manufactured in North America for and during the model year.
The only available engine was a carburetor 1. Passat B2 The second generation of the Volkswagen Passat was
launched in Platform B2 is again based on the corresponding platform Audi 80 , launched in Passat B2
became a bit longer, the design of the car was updated, which was now immediately determined by Passat: By
this time, the front-wheel drive and the hatchback-type body have become commonplace on this car. The
all-wheel drive version of Syncro was introduced in October , initially only with a powerful five-cylinder
engine. In Argentina, from to , under the name VW Carat. In Brazil the station wagon was called VW
Quantum. The sedan and the Passat B2 wagon were produced in South Africa for the local market until Like
the previous generation, the Passat B2 was mainly sold with four-cylinder petrol and diesel engines. However,
unlike its predecessor, the top versions received five-cylinder Audi or VW engines with a volume of 1. The
all-wheel drive system used in the Passat Syncro has a mechanical identical to the Audi 80 quattro, and not the
Volkswagen Golf Syncro. The lower part of the body of the Syncro version was completely different: Only the
most popular version of Variant has been redesigned. The Syncro version was also available in the North
American market, with only a five-cylinder engine. In , all versions received facelifting, consisting of new,
larger bumpers, a change in the interior, a new front grille and new rear lights on -version. On March 31, , the
production of Passat B2 was over although the Syncro models were produced until June. The world
production volume is at least 4. It was the first cross-motor Passat, built on its own platform Volkswagen,
which has nothing to do with the platform B3 Audi. The car, although designated as B3, was based on
platform A, which was used for the Volkswagen Golf model. This generation of the Passat had only 2 body
styles: The model was called Passat in all markets. The syncro version now used a four-wheel drive system
similar to the Volkswagen Golf. Volkswagen Passat B3 Typ 35i The range of motors installed on the Passat
B3, included both gasoline and diesel power units, with supercharging and without. The list of complete sets
in the European market included: CL Classic â€” basic equipment, but still offered some options. GL Grand
Lux â€” a richer package with bumpers and mirrors in body color, a more comfortable interior and available
any options. GT Grand Turismo â€” sports version, which includes an injector engine, a wide plastic body kit,
sports seats, disc brakes and any options. GLX â€” equipment for America, the richest in the base â€” the
engine is either 16V or VR6, automatic electric safety with pseudo-intelligence, interior trim of the trunk for
sedans, concave steering wheel, dimensions in the turn signals, front bumper without a standard room for the
room, most of the leather interior. Also, any options, plus special: There were also modifications with
powerful motors designated by special plates: G60 engine capacity of 1. Serial production of the Passat B3
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was completely stopped in Passat B4 Despite the designation B4, the fourth generation of Passat was a
product of deep restyling of its predecessor â€” with the same power frame of the body, roof and glazing, but
with new exterior body panels and a modified interior design. The issue was stopped in Unlike previous cars,
produced since , they are again unified with the same Audi A4 and A6. This allowed the use of more powerful
and modern Audi powertrains of longitudinal arrangement. The all-wheel drive versions of the fifth-generation
syncro and 4motion cars also use a system identical to the fourth-generation quattro Audi with the Torsen
center differential. Models Passat are made only with bodies sedan and 5-door versatile person Variant and are
equipped with 4-, 5- and 6-cylinder petrol and diesel motors in 1,,8 l capacity l. The changes were mostly
cosmetic, but at the same time, new headlights, bumpers, taillights and chrome in the finish gave Passat the
look of a new car. The engines were modernized, the equipment was updated. Unlike its predecessor, the
Passat B6 no longer shared its platform with the equivalent Audi model Audi A4. The transition to the Haldex
system also led to the fact that control and behavior became similar to a front-wheel-drive car. With the
Haldex system, during normal driving, the car behaves as a front-wheel drive, until an axle slip is detected.
The cost of the car was 55 thousand US dollars. The engines offered in CC are identical to the conventional
Passat. Used new exterior body panels, with the exception of roof and glazing, with noticeable changes in the
grille and headlights. The overall dimensions are the same as in PassatB6, but the length is more by 4 mm.
The interior is slightly different from the B6, the main design of the instrument panel remains unchanged. The
car was equipped with three levels of trim levels Trendline, Comfortline, Highline , engines 1. There are
choices -step automatic robot DSG and 6-speed mechanics. For the Passat B8, ten petrol and diesel engines
from to hp are prepared. Two novelties deserve special attention from power plants. The first is a diesel 2. The
second is a hybrid unit consisting of a horsepower 1. The total output of the system is hp. The battery that is
charged from the socket allows you to drive 50 km on one electricity. This means an average flow of 1. Please
follow and like us:
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Chapter 3 : Volkswagen Passat - Owner's Manual - PDF ( Pages)
ZdravÃm. OmlouvÃ¡m se, jestli to tu uÅ¾ nÄ›kde je a nebo jsem ve Å¡patnÃ© sekci, ale zaboha nemÅ¯Å¾u nikde
najÃt ke staÅ¾enÃ manuÃ¡l (uÅ¾ivatelskou pÅ™ÃruÄ•ku) na VW passat variant 3AA (B7); r.v. ; 1,6TDi 77kW.

Volkswagen Passat NMS The Volkswagen Passat B6 is an automobile which was produced by German
manufacturer Volkswagen from to with production of the car continuing in facelifted form as the Volkswagen
Passat B7 from to The B6 and B7 are the six and seventh models respectively to bear the Volkswagen Passat
name. Confusingly, although this model is referred to as the "B6" or "Typ 3C" Passat, it has minimal
commonality with the "B6" Typ 8E Audi A4, which was based on its own unique platform when it was
launched in The change to the Haldex system also changes the handling closer to a front-wheel drive car, with
better fuel economy claimed. Compared to the Torsen, the Haldex can direct torque more unequally to the
front wheels from See the Audi -related quattro four wheel drive system article for more information. Fuel
Stratified Injection is used in nearly every petrol engined version of the Passat, ranging from 1. As of the
model year, the VR6 engine and 4motion option were no longer available in the US on the Passat sedan and
wagon, but are available on the Passat CC. But this car is simply called Volkswagen Variant in China, in order
not to refer the name "Passat" or "Magotan". It includes a 1. The vehicle was unveiled in Geneva Motor Show.
Production version went on sale at the end of in mainland Europe, for saloon and estate versions of the Passat.
The R36 uses a 3. The name "R36" is derived from the engine displacement, 3. Engines offered in the CC
mirror those of the regular Passat, with options of the base 2. Although the CC is marketed as a more
luxurious Passat B6, it comes in with a lower price tag. Two engine options are provided: Although designated
"B7", the car is not an all-new model. The facelift resulted in new external body panels except for the roof and
glasshouse, with the prominent changes to the grille and headlights. New features include a fatigue detection
system and an automatic "city emergency braking" system. The interior featured minor detail changes from
the B6, although the basic dashboard design remain unchanged. In India, the B6 version is supposed to be
replaced with B7 version. The Indian market is also likely to get the B7 which appears to be only a facelift of
B6 and not a new platform. The Malaysian model does not have sunroof and auto-folding wing mirror which
was came as standard in the imported blend. No other engine variance was available than the 1. The engine
range of the Passat Alltrack consists of two 2. The two lesser powered engine variants 2. The rest of the range
with 4Motion has a 6 speed DSG automated manual transmission, except the 2.
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Chapter 4 : UÄ¹Ä¾ivatelskÄ‚Ë• manuÄ‚Ë‡l na passat B7 () : Passat 3C / CC
The Passat B7 is one such variation in their line of NMS, or New Midsize Sedan vehicles. No matter how much VW
owners love their cars, problems do arise from time to time, such as DSG issues. The DSG, or direct-shift gearbox, is a
manual gearbox.

The platform, named B2 , was once again based on the corresponding version of the Audi 80, which had been
launched in The B2 Passat was slightly longer. The four-wheel drive Syncro version was introduced in
October , initially only with the more powerful five-cylinder engine. In Mexico, it was marketed from to as
VW Corsar and Corsar Variant the 4-door saloon and 5-door wagon, respectively. In Argentina, from to as the
VW Carat. In Brazil, the wagon model was badged VW Quantum. The Passat saloon and estate were produced
in South Africa for the local market until Like the previous generation, the B2 Passat was mainly sold with
four-cylinder petrol and diesel engines. Unlike its predecessor, however, top-of the line versions received
five-cylinder Audi or VW engines of 1. This, also called the "Formel E" had a particularly high top gear,
which combined with a freewheeling mechanism, provided better gas mileage. Only the more popular estate
was reengineered. Syncro was also available in the North American market, only with the five-cylinder
engine. In , the range received a slight facelift, consisting of new, larger bumpers, interior retouches, a new
front grille and new taillights on the hatchback versions. The three-door hatchback was discontinued, while the
Santana nameplate was dropped in Europe. The North American version, still known as the Quantum, gained
European-style composite headlamps. On 31 March , production ended although Syncro models continued in
production until June with 3,, built in Germany. World production totaled approximately 4. The styling was
developed from the aerodynamic cd 0. Many components are shared directly between these vehicles. This
generation of Passat was sold as a four-door saloon or a five-door estate, with the Passat not being sold as a
hatchback from this point onwards. It was marketed under the Passat name in all markets; in North America,
this was a first. The fuel-injected petrol engines gave better performance and refinement than the carburettor
units previously used. Engine options were the 2. The facelift revised external body panels except for the roof
and glasshouse, with most obvious exterior change seeing the reintroduction of a grille to match the style of
the other same-generation Volkswagen models of the era, such as the Mk3 Golf and Jetta. The interior was
mildly updated and included safety equipment, such as dual front airbags and seat belt pretensioners, although
the basic dashboard design remained unchanged. Combined with a 98 litres The Passat introduced a new
design language,[ citation needed ] first seen on the Concept 1 concept car, for the latest generation of
Volkswagens, such as the Mk4 Golf , Bora and Polo Mk4. Aerodynamic work gave the B5 Passat a coefficient
of drag of 0. The car featured a fully independent four-link front suspension ; and a semi-independent torsion
beam for front-wheel-drive models or a fully independent suspension on the 4motion 4WD models. Four
transmission options were available: The engine was discontinued in Passat Lingyu Chinese Market [ edit ]
Main article: Both have a millimetres 3. In , a powerful 2. An updated version called the Passat Lingyu was
released in This receives the 2. The transverse-engine layout of the four-wheel drive version, marketed as
4motion , dictated a switch from the Torsen centre differential of the B5, to the Haldex Traction multi-plate
clutch. The change to the Haldex system also changes the handling closer to a front-wheel drive car.
Compared to the Torsen, the Haldex can direct torque more unequally to the front wheels from See the Audi
-related quattro four-wheel-drive system article for more information. Fuel Stratified Injection is used in every
petrol engined version of the Passat, ranging from 1. As of the model year, the VR6 engine and 4motion
option were no longer available in the US on the Passat sedan and wagon, but are available on the Passat CC.
At the same time the 2. The common rail technology uses less fuel and is quieter in operation. This engine is
part of the wider Volkswagen Group policy for engine sharing. But this car is simply called Volkswagen
Variant in China, in order not to refer the name "Passat" or "Magotan".
Chapter 5 : Volkswagen Passat - Wikipedia
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1/1/ Bedienungsanleitung < Service & ZubehÃ¶r < Volkswagen Deutschland. The Volkswagen service.

Chapter 6 : Volkswagen - Passat - Technical specifications, Fuel economy (consumption)
tak si tedy ale uprav ten nadpis "Re: ManuÃ¡l VW Passat 3C B6 (nÄ›kdy B7), rok -" B7 se dÄ›lÃ¡ od a ne od , ale Å™ekl
bych, Å¾e ten manuÃ¡l na B6 ti defacto odpovÃ na 99% vÄ›cÃ, protoÅ¾e B7 nenÃ novÃ© auto, ale facelift B6 a
hlavnÃ rozdÃly jsou ve vzhledu exteriÃ©ru - interiÃ©r je tÃ©mÄ›Å™ totoÅ¾nÃ½ a ovlÃ¡dÃ¡nÃ taktÃ©Å¾.

Chapter 7 : Volkswagen Passat (B6)
nemÃ¡ nÄ›kdo opravdu manuÃ¡l na Passata Variant B7 (rok vÃ½roby ) ne B6 a derivÃ¡ty.. jak se tady snaÅ¾Ã
nÄ›kteÅ™Ã podsouvat konkrÃ©tnÄ› alespoÅˆ statÄ› tÃ½kajÃcÃ se TSI; 7 st. DSG a na doplnÄ›nÃ: na kolik se
hustÃ u tohoto modelu gumy o rozmÄ›ru /45 ZR 17 dÃky e-mail: skoctcom@racedaydvl.com

Chapter 8 : Volkswagen Passat PDF Workshop and Repair manuals | racedaydvl.com
ahoj vÅ¡ichni, stejnÄ› jako vy vÅ¡ichni takÃ© zoufale schÃ¡nÃm Ä•eskÃ½ nÃ¡vod Ä•istÄ› pro Passata B7 Variant!!!! a
stejnÄ› jako vy vÅ¡ichni bez ÃºspÄ›chu!!!!! takÅ¾e sem oslovil celÃ© zastoupenÃ VW v ÄŒR a zatÃm nejlepÅ¡Ã
cenu co jsem dostal za originÃ¡lnÃ Ä•eskÃ½ nÃ¡vod je cca ,- ** nevÃm kdo by si to koupil za.

Chapter 9 : Volkswagen Passat Variant () | InformaciÃ³n general - kmcom
Find Volkswagen owners manuals. Whether it's lost, you don't remember having one or just want another one, you can
view your Volkswagen's owner's manual online.
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